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The first step is to decide what type of signals you want to use 

3-Aspect Searchlight 
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The first step is to decide what type of signals you want to use 

A double signal 
at the points 

A single signal on 
the divergent 

mainline 

A dwarf signal on 
the divergent 

siding 

You can print 
some signal heads 

up with your 
computer and 
glue them to 

toothpicks while 
planning on signal 

placement 
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Tried several different techniques 

Hardwired Sockets 

DB9 DIN Plugs 

Mini Connectors Etched Masts 
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Start by cutting 4” long pieces of 3/32 brass tubing for the masts 

Using your cut off wheel on a dremel cut holes 
for the wires (one for each signal head) 

½” ½” 

Flip these over and tin the opposite side  
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Prepare the LEDs 

Searchlight style Multi-Aspect style 

Cathode 

Green 

Red 

Cathodes all on same side 
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Prepare the LEDs 

Searchlight style Multi-Aspect style 
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Clip off the excess leads Solder to the mast 
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Commercially available Scratch built using Laser 

Signal Head options 

.015 black 
Sheet 

styrene 

1/8” wood 

3/32” Heat shrink tubing 

1/8” wood 
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Wire Options 

28 AWG Magnet Wire 30 AWG Wire 
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Remove the 
shielding on 
commercial 

cabling 

This 
particular 
cable had 
12-pair of 
28 AWG 
wire in it 

Wire Options 
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Feed the wires through the hole and out the bottom then solder to 
LEDs 

Color coded wire Magnet wire 
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Now clip of the excess LED leads 

Make sure no bare wire is touching the brass tube mast 
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Using a 12V DC power supply with a 1000 Ohm current limiting 
resister test your progress 

Test after each step from this point on 
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Now let’s form the base of the signal 

.060 sheet styrene This simulates a concrete pad 

1/2” 

3/4” 

3/32” hole 
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Here’s another option for the base 

Built in 
communications box 

Mold  
One 
 Pour 

Several 

Used the MOPS method 
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Feed the wires and the mast into the hole in the base 

Then tin the end of the mast and solder on a wire for the ground 
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Make a simple jig to hold the signals in position 

Then ACC the shaft to the styrene base so the LEDs face forward 
and there is room on the back for the ladder 
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Ladder Options 

Etched brass Signal Ladder 
By Tomar Industries 

#81-899 12” pkg(2) $12.00 

Plastic Steps & Ladders 
by Central Valley 
#210-1602 pkg(4) 

$6.25 
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Add the ladders and the finials to the top of the shaft 

Etched Brass Plastic 
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Mask off the LEDs so you can spray paint the masts 

Cut ½” x ½” pieces 
of masking tape 

Then pick up a piece and 
wrap it around the end 
of a small object like a 

paint brush 
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The first 

Place it over the LED and 
remove the paint brush 

Finally, pinch the 
bottom together to 
mask off the LED 
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When that has dried,  
remove the masking,  

add the targets,  
And hand paint the base an 

aged concrete color 

Now take them to a well 
ventilated place and spray them 

your desired color 
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Now figure out the length of wire you need to get from the signal 
location back to your controller board and solder each wire to the 

appropriate wire on the signal 

Then cover with a larger piece of heat shrink to give it strength 
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Or you can use a mini-plug system that connects under the layout 

Use a 2x2 if you 
need 4 or less 

wires 

Here’s how you buy them 

Use a 3x2 for up 
to 6 wires 
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Take the long strip of pins and cut them into 2x2s and 3x2s 
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Solder the socket portion to the signal wires 

And the pin portion to the wires going to the controller 

Mark both 
halves so you 

have an 
orientation key 

to plug them 
together under 

the layout 
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Since you have to drill a ½” hole in the layout so the socket will pass 
through you can glue a 2” piece of ½” styrene tubing to the base and 

that will act as a stabilizer for the mast when inserted 

½” Styrene Tubing 
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Dwarf signals are done the same way but without the mast 

This is what is in the package 
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Start by 
inserting the 
LEDs both 

oriented the 
same way 

Clip the 
lower 

common  

Bend the 
top LED 
common 
down and 
solder to 
the lower 

LED common 

Bend the 
lower “hot” 

down 
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Using your ½ by ¾ 
styrene base drill 3 small 
holes for the LED leads 

and the wire 

Insert the 2 bent down leads 
 

Solder a shielded wire to the 
upper hot and clip the lead 
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Solder a short length of wire to each lead 

Then cover with heat shrink to give it some strength 
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Now test the signal 

Then paint the back a black 
and the base an aged concrete 
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If you are interested in any of these techniques, see me after 

Sockets DB9 

DIN Plugs Etched Masts 
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QUESTIONS? 


